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BAIRNSDALE GOLF-BOWLS CLUB NEWSLETTER - JUNE 2022 

Due to the success of our  

Thursday bowls, we were able  

to run the first 'Jackpot' for the 

winter season. 

Points were awarded for  

wins and shots up.   

The winners were -  

1st. Pieternella Lawson,  

2nd. Frank Borrow and  

3rd. Eric Yeates. 

 Friday August 26th.         More details page 3. BAIRNSDALE GOLF CLUB      

Everyone seems to be enjoying the Thursday formats and a big thank you to all the ladies 

who made soup each week for lunch.  From now on, hot dogs with tasty cheese will be 

served, along with the dim sims and homemade sausage rolls.  Thank you to the Match 

Committee for running the days for us.  
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 MANAGER'S REPORT - JUNE 2022 
Jeff Graham 

Hello Members 

Firstly, a quick apology for missing last months Newsletter. We were 

right at the beginning of the club’s operational software changeover and 

it was hectic to say the least. I’m pleased to say that we are almost 

through that stressful period with all four platforms performing as planned.  

I would like to thank all those involved, especially John Fleischer and Stephen 

Mann who spent countless hours assisting the transition. John, Stephen, David  

Pollard, Heather Trewin and I spent many hours discussing theories, trialing  

software and testing the new systems and I am very grateful for their assistance. 
 

In many ways, this was John’s “big farewell”. Although not officially retired, John 

finished up his permanent employment with the club on June 30th. I can't thank John 

enough for the assistance he has provided me over the past 5 years, his sharp eye for 

detail and considered opinion often added to the end result of many projects and  

decisions. John will still be employed by the club on an “as required” basis which is 

currently more than he was working when permanent, and we have an audit to go 

through shortly so don’t get too comfortable Bomber! 
 

John’s (and Karen’s) permanent replacement is Heather Trewin who is doing an  

exceptional job. It’s been a steep learning curve especially with all the changes but 

she has applied herself exceptionally well and has impressed everyone she has 

worked with. We are very fortunate to have Heather working at the club, I have no 

doubt she will continue to impress and challenge those around her to improve.  
 

Last month we said goodbye to Fiona Cooper the club’s cleaner. Fiona moved on to 

full time employment with the Ferry Café and we wish her all the best. Replacing 

Fiona is Julie Clarke, Julie is new to the club and new to golf having been through 

Matt Portelli’s coaching programs. Like Heather, Julie is off to a flying start and if 

you see her in the clubhouse or on the course, make sure you say hello. 
 

Last but certainly not least is the retirement of the Ladies Revue coordinators Jo 

Mee and Jenny Brown. Jo and Jenny have both worked tirelessly for many years 

bringing the show to life and my words aren’t nearly enough thanks for the results 

they produced. Jo and Jenny were supported by a proverbial army of helpers 

throughout their tenure, far too many to list and I have no doubt a more appropriate 

thankyou is planned by those who know more than I do. 
 

Following on and after much consideration, the Committee of Management  

resolved to continue with the Ladies Revue, a tradition which dates back some forty 

years and whilst the shoes to fill are big, we hope that a new group of members with 

plenty of time and enthusiasm come forward to manage it. If you think you have 

what it takes or would like to know more, please feel free to let me or a member of 

the Committee know. 

Until next month. 

Jeff Graham 
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Hello to all members 
I am sure you all have felt the cold days in June.  
Let us hope the weather improves now that we are past the shortest 
day. 
During the month of June and continuing in July we have been extremely busy 
changing our Point of Sale and Accounting Systems from Reckon to Bepoz (Point 
of Sale) and Xero (Accounting). 
Along the way we also have installed a Member Management System called  
Capsule and a Member Instalment Payment System named Pinch. 
I had forgotten how much work is required to transfer systems. It is now complete 
and we trust there will be only minor hiccups going forward. 
The system changes will (a) provide improved member benefits and (b) improve 
our management systems. 
The team of Jeff Graham, John Fleischer, Dom Bennett and Heather Trewin have 
contributed greatly during the changeover and I thank them all for their work. 
It is now time to play a little more golf. 
Regards 

STEPHEN MANN (President) 

PRESIDENT'S REPORT - JUNE 2022 
Stephen Mann 

It is good to see so many braving the elements for a game of bowls.  We really appreciate the fantastic visitors from 

Howitt Park coming along.  We are all having a great time filling in the cooler days with our friends. 

One of our newer players, Sue Berger, is doing extremely well. 

Marg McKigney is always thereabouts.  Good work Marg! 

John Atkins with his 'magic' stick. 

Another of our newer players, Pieternella 

Lawson should have a good season coming up. 
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After much anticipation and preparation (wardrobe 
etc.) the four 'Pink Ladies' left the Bairnsdale station 
at 6.15 a.m. 
Being old farts we employed the services of  
Traveller's Aid to take us from the train to the Sky 
Bus.  If ever any one needs help in Melbourne, either 
getting around appointments or just transporting 
luggage, this is a great free service.  
 

Our cruise was shortened to eight days.   
We were disappointed but our Tour Director Anne 
booked us the best accommodation in Sydney before 
and after our cruise.  
  

Our first night was at Ridges at the Rocks where we were fortunate to witness the 
Sydney Light Show.  Our view of the bridge and Opera House was spectacular, and 
finding a Irish pub just down the road made the night a huge success.  
 

Anne had booked our transport the next day to the Harbour where our 'floating 
city' awaited us. We could have enjoyed a bottle of Champagne on the way but at 
$250.00 a bottle we gave it a miss.  Our embarkation went without a hitch, Heather 
didn't leave any thing behind.   
 

We arrived at our cabins and all our luggage was there except for 
Rose's.   We thought 'gosh they have lost her luggage'.   
We found our friendly porter and he informed us that her suitcase was 
in the contraband area because it contained unidentified liquid!  Gosh 
did Rose bring her Vodka???, no it was only soft drink to have 
with  her tablets! 
 

Talking about Rose we all should be very proud of her.  There was a bowling  
tournament on board.  Anne and myself got knocked out in the first round.  
Couldn't handle the rolling of the green, but Rose came out Champion and was 
awarded a gold medal so even at sea she kept the Bairnsdale Golf-Bowls Club flag 
flying. 
 

Our first port of call was Airlie Beach where we boarded tenders to shore.  
We strolled around the markets, had lunch, then back on board. 

OUR 
'PINK  

LADIES' 
CRUISE 

The entertainment this cruise I felt  
wasn't up to standard but we found our 
favourite 'music man'.  Heather did her 
Unchained Melody act which brought 
the house down.  
 

We were known around the ship as the 
'pink ladies' and everyone stopped us  
either to take our photo or to ask about 
the bows. One day we said it was a 
'divorce' party the next a 'coming out' 
party and everyone enjoyed our fun.  
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Our stay in Cairns saw us boarding the Sky Bus to Kuranda where we went to the 
market followed by lunch at the pub.  We journeyed back through the Daintree 
Rainforest by train, it was a great experience.  
 

Once we disembarked in Sydney we all were a bit partied out but we soldiered on 
as we had two more fun days in Sydney. 

OUR 'PINK LADIES' CRUISE (cont.) 

We decided to ride the Sydney Ferries.   
First day was to Manley where we watched 
the 'upper set' parade with their dogs along 
the terrace, and also eyed the surfers off.!!! 

Our next Ferry trip, the following 
day, was to Watson's Bay.  This is 
the home of the famous Doyle's 
fish restaurant.  
Their first eating house was on the 
wharf but when we saw meals were 
served in cardboard boxes and  
eaten with plastic utensils, we  
decided to go up market to their 
restaurant.    
Here we enjoyed oysters, bbq.  
banana prawns, octopus and lovely 
cocktails. 
Dinner that night was take away 
pizza. 

We travelled home to Bairnsdale tired but 
very happy.  

Thank you Joy, Anne, Heather and Rose for your 

wonderful happy story.  It looks like you all had a 

fantastic time and are probably looking forward to 

your next holiday away? 
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BOWLS PRESIDENT'S REPORT - JUNE 2022 

Jill Dennison 

A very quiet month was June.  

This was mainly due to many absences for various very good reasons, among 

those being annual leave, Cruises and evacuation to warmer (not drier) 

climes! 
 

June saw no monthly meetings and a dormant period for major bowls events.  
  

The only thing buzzing at the moment is an increase in social participation since the 

changes made by the Match Committee have taken place.   

‘Monday’ Triples has become ‘Tuesday’ Triples and both Tuesday and Thursday  

competitions now begin at 10.30 with a game played before and after lunch. 
 

The green’s job roster is working well under the direction of our new Committee. 
 

We have welcomed some new members and our Coach, Rose, is holding regular sessions 

on Mondays at 11.30 am.  All are welcome even if not a beginner.  

There are two other Coaches waiting in the wings for some work.   
 

Entries for Regional Pennant competition have to be submitted by the end of July.  

If you are interested in playing Pennant on either Saturday or Tuesday, please make sure 

your name is on the notice board. 
 

Plans are under way for a monthly Round Robin competition between the smaller Clubs.  

This will provide a way of getting to know the members and the greens of other Clubs  

before Pennant begins. If Sunday becomes the nominated day, it will open the doors to 

people who work during the week. 
 

I wish those who are unwell a speedy recovery.  Stay warm! 

Jill  

Maree and Paul Sampson  
recently caught up with two of 
our past members, Alan and 
Lynn Werner at Hervey Bay  

in Queensland. 
Alan and Lynn moved to 

Drouin a few years ago and it is 
good to see them looking so 
well and obviously enjoying 

their time away. 
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 This month, and next, we will have a look at the role of each player in a fours team. 

This is from a very good book written by a man named Albert Newton (no, not Bert Newton!),  

who was a very well respected Australian Champion and Coach. 

   Selectors of many clubs are adopting the practice of placing beginners in teams   
     as seconds.  This, I believe, is not in the best interest of the players or the club. 

Beginners, whenever possible, should be encouraged to play Lead, particularly if they are ambitious to become good players. 
It is realised, that depending on the need of individual clubs, some will need to be placed in teams as Seconds and Thirds.  In 
this case the selectors would be well advised to pick out the keen and promising players to make Leads. 
My advice to any new bowler is to play Lead whenever you get the opportunity.  After all, the draw shot is the first shot in bowls 
which must be learnt.  It seems only logical, therefore, that the novice should be placed in the only position where it can be learnt 
- that is the Lead. 
For it is reasonable to assume that if a player cannot draw the shot with no bowls 'in his eye' then he certainly will find it hard in 
the other positions of Second, Third or Skip. 
I recall that a keen new bowler once asked me how he would know if he could ever become a good player.  This was my answer: 
First, play in no other position than Lead and ultimately should you become the best Lead in the club then you have the potential 
of becoming the best player in the club.  But if you are not able to become the best Lead in the club then it would be difficult to 
become the best player, for the draw shot wins most games, particularly in singles. 
• A Leader should play up and down on the same side of the green.  By playing backhand one way and forehand the other, 

the Leader is able to keep a more consistent length than, say, playing backhand both ways and thus using the two sides 
of the green.  'One-handed' Leaders are something I try to avoid when choosing my team for tournaments. 

• Even when an opposing bowl appears in the Leader's draw he should not change his hand and run the risk of losing    
consistency. 

• A good Leader does not try and play Lead and Second, so leave the positional play to the Second.  No 'head' is safe with 
only one bowl near the jack and so, Leaders, if your first bowl is near the jack, concentrate on getting your second as 
close as possible. 

• In most cases the Leader has a clear-cut job to do - to get both bowls as close to the jack as possible, and if not the first 
shot, a close second. 

• The Leader is also faced with a problem when his opponent's first bowl rests on the jack; will he try to push it off or will he 
draw as close as possible giving his Skipper a good second shot?  If he tries the more forceful shot he generally finishes 
well over, and wastes a bowl.  The safer way is to get that good second shot and leave the way clear for your partners to 
play their shots with freedom. 

                                                                                The step up to the Second position is the logical one, as a Second has fewer   
                                                                                bowls and fewer obstacles to contend with that the Third. 
Further, the player who goes directly from Leading to playing Third is not sufficiently experienced to co-operate with the Skipper. 
The Second has to master a variety of shots, in contrast to the Leader, who has to master only one - the draw. 
The Second may be asked for a position bowl on the boundary, or for a resting shot, a trail shot, or even a drive.  These are not 
easy shots and the Second needs a lot of practice to acquire consistency in playing them. 
Further, in cases where his Leader is being out-drawn by the opposing Leader the Second has the extra duty of drawing the shot 
as well. 
• The player taking over the Second position, who previously used marks on the bank as a guide for the draw shots, it    

going to find this method useless.  Gauging the angle from the mat is the only basis on which to build up consistency. 
• When playing a position bowl or drawing to a displaced jack the following essential points should be kept in mind: 
 Firstly, take a look at your feet to make sure they are turned out to the wider 'green' otherwise you may bowl too narrow. 
• The Second often has to overcome the problem of opposing bowls lying directly in his 'green'.  This is a bigger obstacle 

than most players realise as the width of the opponent's bowl and that of the second's bowl, together with a slight      
clearing margin, all add up to at least a 12-inch block. 

• The solution is that the Second moves to the outside of the mat and alters the delivery point of his bowl, and by using the 
wider angle from the mat, he makes his shot along a wider 'green' which takes the bowl around the block. 

• However, if the player normally delivers from the outside of the mat, he had to move inward and try the more difficult shot 
of going inside the block. 
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BOWLING GREENS - JUNE 2022 
Craig Rimington Course Superintendent 

 BOWLS CO-ORDINATOR REPORT - JUNE 2022 
Joy Ryan 

GREENS DIRECTOR - JUNE 2022 
John Crawford 

The brave few have manned the greens over the last month with good numbers  
turning up each Tuesday and Thursday.  Fields have increased with our visitors from 
Howitt Park. 
Time changes to both days from 10.00 a.m. to 10.30 a.m. have been well received.  
The time change gives the green a bit more time to dry out from overnight moisture and also lunch is 
now at a good time. 
Thursday bowls.  Revenue  from the sale of lunches resulted in a Jackpot Day on the 7th. of this 
month. Winners were  …   1st.    Pieternella Lawson 
                                           2nd.   Frank Borrow 
                                           3rd.    Eric Yeates 
Overall winners on the day were Mira Faithful and Joy Ryan. 
Future lunches will consist of hot dogs in a bread roll topped with tasty cheese, dim sims and  
sausage rolls.  
I wish to thank all the soup makers who donated soup over the past weeks.  
The next Jackpot Day will be 4th. August. Weekly points are accumulated and totalled at the end  
of the Jackpot week. So play each week and have a chance of being a winner! 
Regards, keep warm.    

Joy. 

Greens have been treated with preventative fungicides and herbicide 
for weed and moss control.  
For mid-winter, the greens are showing no major signs of disease  
activity or scaring. Additional edging and mowing of Bowls surrounds have kept 
them in terrific condition.  Both greens have been solid tined and aerated. 

Cold weather equals ,not much growth on our beautiful greens 
Bottom green is still under renovation and will be for at least another few 
months.  We will continue to play east west on the top green to save wear 
on the north south.  
A big thank you to the green workers.  Sharing the load seems to be working well.     

John. 
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Please ‘Like’ us on Facebook. 

Newsletter compiled by Bev Yeates.   
Contact me at:  

eric.yeates@bigpond.com        

Can you find Wally? 
He is in this edition  

somewhere. 
This is where he was  

last month. 

Heard From The Head (Or Not)  
Millions of ends, even friendships have been lost on the 
green due to poor communication between the mug on 
the mat and the bowler in charge of the head.  
The proposed shot must be understood, by both  
players, on each delivery.  
Who better to deliver the right call than the player  
standing in the midst of that composite mass.  
Makes sense right?  
But after near 30 years on the greens, more often than 
not, the calls I hear are pathetic attempts at instruction, 
which confuse rather than aid. For example, there is the 
confusing call. “Are your bowls the ones with the pig on 
them? Well then we have third shot or maybe first, so 
you could play weight on the left side, or a yard through 
on the forehand, but don’t lose your bowl and if you 
come off these two there, you could move that bowl 
out.” All said with head down facing the green.  
There is the multiple call. “Dead draw for one. Yard 
through with a wick for three. Drive these three out for 
two or put it in your pocket and go with the measure.”  
 

There is the frozen dope. After circling the head twice. 
Finger measuring four bowls to the jack with assorted 
pauses he or she stands back and stares blankly at the 
mat, with not a word. I didn’t make that up.  
Google defines effective communication as verbal 
speech or other methods of relaying information that get 
a point across. In bowls that means hand gestures for 
distance and deliveries, as well as plain concise  
language. A few years ago, then Canadian National 
Team coach put the squad through his “Stop-watch  
Decision Making” exercise during fours training.  

The deal was, as soon as your side 
took control of the head, the player in 
charge had to make an effective, clear 
and concise call to the player on the 
mat within five seconds or forfeit the bowl.  
The change in decision making and calls was  
remarkable, and if I recall correctly, no one lost a bowl.  
The purpose of the exercise was to learn to be quick in 
call and be switched on about the game rather than just 
spectating the bowls as they roll up to the head. 
And it gives rise to question why there is the delay in 
making decisions and do we have the right players in 
the skip / third positions in that case. For the remainder 
of the training camp I heard confident quick calls even 
from some of the reluctant players.  
 

A couple of other interactions which could be elimi-
nated from the game would be telling the bowler, 
who just delivered his bowl, how long or short it is. 
First it is bad etiquette, as once the bowl stops you 
no longer have possession of the rink. I always tell 
my team when skipping not to ask, as I do not want 
to give extra information to the opposition on the 
mat.  
I will supply the info before any subsequent calls.  
 

Secondly, unless a change of hand is absolutely the 
only option, don’t ask, play the initial hand. Why? Coach 
Tighe has the stats that say you have a 50% chance of 
success on the same hand as opposed to 15% with a 
change of hands. Just think how many shots could be 
saved or made with a simple command such as, “Draw 
here.” 

Here is an 'ear worm'   -   

before you bowl, sing this  

to yourself -    
 

"Eyes down, head down, stay 

down, follow through." 

Each month I will try and include some bowls advice from Lachlan Tighe, one of the most respected coaches in world 
bowls. While working mostly in Australia Lachlan Tighe has coached World Title, National Title and Commonwealth 
Games Gold Medal winners from Malaysia, Canada, India and New Zealand.  

mailto:eric.yeates@bigpond.com

